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the energy of forward motion is completely trans
formed into energy of oscillatory motion: I r112/4 
= ~ ( z ) , r 1 = - ( 11! w2 ) Eeiwt. Now we assume that 
the particles leave the interaction region when the 
total velocity vanishes [ z ( t) + r 1 ( t) = 0 ] at the 
plane z = z0• Such a separation of particles can 
be achieved, for example, with an arrangement of 
conducting walls at a distance r1 max = I1JE ( ro) I I 
w2 from the average trajectory of the beam. Then 
the kinetic energy of the particles is returned com
pletely to the field. Moreover, if the system form
ing the high-frequency field is tuned to resonance 
and has a high Q, then, as is not difficult to show, 7 

a stable oscillatory regime is always attained for 
a specific choice of the parameters. 

Thus it appears to be possible to use the sepa
ration of particles for maintaining a given level of 
high-frequency power in a system. For instance, 
in containing a plasma blob in a high-frequency 
potential well inside a resonant cavity, the sepa
ration of fast particles at the walls can ensure 
the required level of high-frequency field for con
fining the slower particles, if the plasma tempera
ture is kept constant (i.e. if the plasma is heated 
by some external source). For these purposes it 
is also possible to introduce an auxiliary beam of 
particles, i.e., to combine within a single cavity a 
source of high-frequency oscillations and a con
fined plasma blob. A similar combination might 
prove to be useful for several types of the accel
erators that employ a high-frequency electromag
netic field to transfer energy from one beam to 
another. 

The separation of particles interacting with an 
inhomogeneous field also has a quite independent 
importance as one of the possible methods of gen
erating and amplifying microwaves. 
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THE continuous y -radiation which accompanies {3 -decay is of current interest in connection with parity 
nonconservation in weak interactions. A number of authors1- 3 have indicated that instead of observing the 
electron polarization it may be possible to observe the circular polarization of the y -photons. The experi
ments which have been carried out4 verify parity nonconservation in weak interactions. 

In the present note, we present a theoretical analysis of the bremsstrahlung effect in {3 -decay in connec
tion with the problem of invariance under time reversal. 

A pseudoscalar with respect to time reversal can be formed from the electron momentum, the photon 
momentum, and the neutrino momentum (using the recoil of the nucleus) or from the electron momentum, 
the photon momentum and the angular momentum of the nucleus. In the first case we obtain the following 
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expression for the distribution over direction of the electron and the neutrino and energy of the electron 
and y -photon (in units in which li = c = 1 ): 

d e• (e-E-k)• dEd0.d0. dk,{ 2 • 2 ( Pv ) ( -G ( - H Pv I K Pv I +Lm[pxp.]k} . w= 2(2rc)' (pcos!i!-E)•p •T" p sm & E+a-e.-p+bm + 1+ )11 + a+ )Ev 2+ -E. a_ E. . 
(1) 

Here m, E, p, and e are respectively the rest mass, energy, and momentum of the electron and the 
angle formed by it and the y -photon, E is the difference in mass for the initial and final nucleus, Ev 
and Pv are the energy and momentum of the neutrino, k and k are the energy and momentum of the 
photon, and n is a unit vector in the k direction. The upper sign refers to right-handed circular po
larization of the y -photon, th~ lower sign refers to left-handed polarization. Further, 

h = kp2 sin2 & + k2E- k2p cos&, 

12 = k (E- p cos&) p + (p2 + Ek- pk cos &-Ep cos&) k, 

13 = m(kpcos&.-kp); 
- ,. ,. i ,. ,. m = 2Re [+I MF 12 (GsGs + GvGv) + 31 Mor 12 (GrGr +GAGA)]; 

K~ = 2Re[ -I MF 12 (GsG; + G~G~) + i I Morl2 (GrG~+G~G~)]; 

U =21m [1 MF 12 (GsG~ + G~G~) - +I Mor 12 (GrG~ + G~G~)]. 
The upper sign in the last three expressions refers to electron decay, the lower sign refers to positron 
decay. The remaining notation is the same as that used by Jackson, Treiman, and Wyld. 5 The appear
ance of a term proportional to L is inconvenient because of the fact that the Fierz interference terms 
are contained in L. 

The following expression for the probability of internal bremsstrahlung in f3 -decay of oriented nuclei 
is obtained when we integrate over direction of neutrino emission: 

e• (e- E- k)2 d n. dk { 2 • 2 (E A <J> ) - <J> - <J> } dw= 2(2rc)1 (pcos!i!-E)'•P Ed~~k~ P sm & + yP+bm +(l+G)I1 +y (A+N)I2 +-r(QI3 +Rm[pxk]). 
(2) 

<J> is the expectation value for the angular momentum of the initial nucl«!us, 

N~ = 2Re [1 Mor l2 hl'Ji-<l Gr 12 +I GA 12 +I G~l 2 +I G~ 12) +on I MF II Mor I (J ~ s· (GsG; + GvG~ + G~G; + G~G;) J; 
Q~ = 2Re [+I Mor 12 ),.,/'] (GrG~ + G~G;) +on I MF I! Mor I (J ~ s· (GsG~ + GvG; + G~G~ + G~G;)]; 

R~ =21m [+I Mor j 2 )...n(GrG~ + G;G~) +on I MF II Mor I c ~ s· (GsG~ + G~G~- GvG;- G'vG; >]. 
Expressions containing the imaginary parts of the coupling constants are also obtained in an analysis 

of electron polarization in {3 -decay of oriented and nonoriented nuclei in the same cases as in ordinary 
f3 -decay. 5 The results of calculations of {3 -decay with the emission of y -photons will be published in 
IhB. BhiCIIIIIx y•IeOHhlx 3aBe)l;emtll: (News of the Higher Educational Institutions). Here we present 
the probability for transition into a state in which the electron has an energy in the interval dE, 
the y -photon has an energy in the interval dk, the electron momentum p lies in the solid angle dn, 
and the polarization of the electron is given by the unit vector ~ (the polarization directions for the 
y -photon are summed and the nuclei are nonoriented): 

dw = (~:;. (~:s~=i;2 pdEd0.~~{k2 (E-pcos&) + (E +k)p2 sin•& 
(3) 

+ bmp2 sin2 & + G [<~·p)(p2 sin2 & + E ~·m sin2 & + k2 + mk +/:: mcos& )-m(~·k)(k + p cos&)]}. 
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